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Be inspired to be innovative with us!

DMT was found 1987 and is a family owned
company with about 55 employees. DMT
designs according to UL/CSA manufacturing
standards for US and Canada.



By Sustainable Waste Management

Waste to wealth



A proud green corporation to value LFG



Recovers highest methane
(upto 99,5%) and plant uptime
(98%) in the market

Capability to remove N2 upto
23% and O2 upto 5%

Knock out impurities siloxanes;
H2S; VOCs. Moisture with our
in-built efficient technologies

OUR
TECHNOLOGY



Ambitious
Focus

Be an expert
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methane slib 0,5 - 2,5% Specific power consumption 0.2 - 0.3 kWh/Nm3 Investment price 3-4 Mi $ Gas to Grid time Gas to grid 85-98%

Comparing
OPEX



What determines the amount of gas to grid?

Gas production of the digesterGas production of the digester
Availability of the gas cleaningAvailability of the gas cleaning
Operation of the gas cleaningOperation of the gas cleaning

Gas is on spec and the gatekeeper is open to the grid!



Flash vessel

Pump

Compressor

Absorber Stripper

Air blower

Chiller

How we used to do it



How we do it now

Compressor Stage 1 Stage 2



Here’s
how it
works



This
works
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Membranes

Isolated loop system

Complete conditioned system

Mechanic

Start-stop

Oxygen removal

Water-wash

Large air flow for regeneration

Partly outside and air cooled

Process operator

Bringing the process online

Oxygen addition

5-10%



REFERENCES

Most systems in the market
Longest running time in the field

FACT

Our high selective membranes



“It just does what
is says on the
box”

“No fun in
operating the
system, no
challenge at all”

“I don’t want to be the last
person to buy a water
wash system”



Conclusion

Highest gas to grid time is the key!

• Biogas composition (oxygen, H2S,siloxanes,
Hydro Carbons)

• Biogas flow variations

• Available staff (level of education)
• Site condition (space, climate, seismic zone)
• most important gas-2-grid

In your design pay attention to:

Keep it simple, keep it reliable

Don’t be a fossil, go green!


